
LESSONS IN HASHKAFA & HALACHA FROM THE PARSHA 

In memory of R’ Shmuel Shmelka ben HaRav Moshe Kizelnik z”l 

Join us this motzei 

Shabbos at the home of Mr 

& Mrs Yosef Jason for an 

exciting program as we 

launch our Sefer Torah 

campaign by writing the 

first few letters! Watch for 

details! 

Help us complete our new 

beis medrash with a Torah 

scroll of its own. Much 

thanks to all those who 

gave generously to help 

furnish the beis medrash 

thus far!  May Hashem 

bless you with beracha in 

every area of your lives!  

There are still a few 

seforim desperately needed. 

Dedication opportunities 

are available. For further 

details, please contact us 

at: 

info@torahkollel.com 

See our latest video 

production on our new 

website! 

www.torahkollel.com 

- Rabbi 
Dovid Le

win 

REALIZING POTENTIALREALIZING POTENTIALREALIZING POTENTIAL   

 After Basya retrieved Moshe's basket from the water, she tried to give the baby to an 

Egyptian women to nurse, but baby Moshe refused to eat from a non-Jew since he would 

one day speak to the Ribono shel Olam.  This is because whatever a person puts into his 

mouth impacts on his very being. Indeed the Rema in Shulchan Aruch cautions a nursing 

mother who must ingest forbidden food for medicinal purposes against nursing her baby. In 

a similar vein, if one must hire a non-Jewish wet nurse, he should only do so on the 

condition that she eats only kosher foods.  The Gra cites Moshe's refusal to nurse from an 

Egyptian woman as the source for this halacha. 

 Seemingly then, this halacha should hardly be relevant for us. Moshe would end up 

conversing with the Shechina. Of what relevance is this for our babies who likely won't? 

 From here, HaRav Yaakov Kaminetzsky draws a profound lesson in chinuch:  Every 

Jewish child must be raised with the notion that he too, could speak to the Shechina just 

like Moshe did. Of course, the Torah itself proclaims that there will never be another 

Moshe, but if we don’t realize the potential in our kids, we limit them, and they will be 

limited. If however, we approach our children’s chinuch by opening all doors with the idea 

that they can achieve greatness, they will likely be more successful. 

 Perhaps we can suggest another lesson in these words of the Rema:  Since parents 

know their children better than anyone else, they are fully aware of their limitations. Yet, 

every mother knows his son will not achieve the level of Moshe Rabeinu but still must be 

extra careful about what she consumes while nursing, because, you can’t place a limitation 

on the level a child can reach.  This truth does not end when the child gets older; he or she 

is always able to soar to great heights and the job of a parent is to encourage it and not, 

chas v’shalom limit the child’s growth by assuming that he or she can only achieve ‘x’. 

 Many great people have attributed their accomplishments to their parents, and 

especially their mothers who carried the lesson of the Rema through their childhood and 

later development, well beyond their nursing years. 
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 Chazal tells us that after Basya rescued Moshe from the river, she searched for someone to nurse the baby. 

Since this child would eventually grow up to speak to Hakadosh Baruch Hu, he wouldn’t nurse from an Egyptian 

woman. Only when Miriam arranged for the baby’s own mother to nurse the child, did baby Moshe eat.  

 The mishna in the second perek of Avodah Zarah says that one let his baby nurse from a non-Jewish 

woman (under the mother’s supervision). The Ran quotes the Rabeinu Chananel as ruling that one is only 

permitted to let his child nurse from a non-Jew in a situation of pikuach nefesh. The mishna is merely stressing the 

fact that the parents must ensure for the child’s safety. Under normal circumstances however, nursing from a non-

Jewish woman is forbidden, just like one may not give his child non-kosher food. The Rashba however, disagrees. 

He explains that from a technical perspective, there is not difference between mothers-milk produced by a Jew to 

that produced by a non-Jew. However, the midos of the mother are passed to the child through nursing and we 

want to ensure that the child develops the positive traits of B’nei Yisroel - beishanim, rachmanim, gomlei chasadim. 

As such, one should be careful with his child’s food intake. 

 The Rema in Shulchan Aruch (Yoreh De’ah 81:7) extends this a little further a rules that a nursing mother 

should be careful not to eat any forbidden foods while she is nursing, as it can have a detrimental effect on the 

child’s midos. (The poskim also point out that since a mother’s midos are also passed on through her milk and she 

should be careful not to get angry or upset [at least] until she weans the baby.) The Taz and Shach ask what the 

point of the Rema’s warning is, since she is forbidden to partake of these foods just like any other Jew. They 

explain that, even when the women may eat forbidden foods for medical reasons, etc., she should try not to nurse 

the baby while those foods are in her system. The Yerushalmi in Meseches Chagigah says that the reason why 

Elisha ben Abuyah became an apikorus was because his mother once ate something forbidden while nursing him. 

 Earlier poskim also point out that when faced with no other choice other than to have a baby nursed by a 

non-Jewish woman, one should try to get the non-Jewish wet-nurse to limit her intake to kosher foods. Although in 

modern times, this is hardly relevant, it clearly demonstrates how careful one should be with his food intake. If milk 

containing nutrients from non-kosher foods can have such an impact on a child, how much more careful one 

should be with food that he puts into his mouth. 

 B’ezras Hashem, in the coming weeks of Shovavim (acronym for the parshiyos of Shemos through 

Mishpatim), which the seforim ha’kedoshim tell us is a time that is most appropriate for doing teshuva and working 

on matters of kedusha, we will examine some of the sugyos of what Shulchan Aruch groups together under the 

heading “ma’achalei akum”: pas yisroel, bishul yisroel, chalav yisroel, gevinas yisroel. Although many are under 

the impression that these are very similar things, as we will see in the coming weeks, each of these halachos 

function as different levels in halacha. Practically speaking, ‘pas yisroel’ is a chumra and affects baked products, 

‘bishul yisroel’ is a halacha governing cooked foods, but does not apply to all foods, ‘chalav yisroel’ affects dairy 

products and is halacha in Shulchan Aruch, but there do exist certain leniencies that are discussed by the poskim. 

B’ezras Hashem, in the coming weeks we will touch upon some of these issues in our Halachic Discussion. 
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To sponsor an edition of the yesodos or to receive these pages regularly, contact us at: info@torahkollel.com.  

Halachic Discussion
 


